DRACULA! AN ILLUSTRATED ADAPTATION OF THE 1958 HAMMER CLASSIC

BIOGRAPHY AND COMPLETE FILMOGRAPHY OF CHRISTOPHER LEE
HORROR AROUND THE WORLD • VAN HELSING'S TERROR TALES

...plus lots more from the world's top artists and writers!
You flick the switch of your flashlight — its beam hardly penetrates the thick, miasmic blackness, redolent with the stench of death and decay, ahead of you. You step downwards... treading warily on the moss-encrusted stairs... down... down — until your heart pumps madly as you see eyes watching you... beady, hate-filled eyes. You lash out with your foot — and wildly clutch at the slimy stonework of the passageway wall as you overbalance. Squealing rats flee past you. You stagger to your feet... hurry forward... choking back the stark terror that threatens to overwhelm you. The doorway in front is arched. You brush away thick, clinging cobwebs... and shudder at the light touch of crawling things that skitter over your face. You push the door. It's solid oak. Frantically, you heave at it... hammering at it with your fists... screaming at it — and your heart jumps into your throat as it suddenly creaks open... slowly... slowly. You've made it! Your eyes goggle at the incredible sight... your senses reel as you slowly comprehend the astonishing value of the riches laid out before you! And they're all yours... all the treasures of the...
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FOR many years Hammer Films has been the top name in gothic horror and suspense. For almost as many years the1 managing director, Michael Carreras, has wanted Hammer to branch out into publishing. By coincidence, I've always been convinced that there is room for an adult 'horror' magazine, combining the best in visual entertainment (with illustrated film adaptations) and news, reviews and behind-the-scenes interviews.

Last December we finally met in Hammer House and, after long discussions and countless cups of coffee, the end-product of our imagination was born, a cooperation between Hammer Films and General Book Distribution... THE HOUSE OF HAMMER.

For the major part of our premiere issue, we've taken a character who must rate as one of the most popular creations ever, and a film thought by many (including top film director Terence Fisher) to be Hammer's best ever gothic horror classic. The character is Count Dracula and the film is the 1958 adaptation of Bram Stoker's original book.

Rather than offer this epic as columns and columns of unimaginative type, we present for the first time ever the authorised illustrated adaptation. An adaptation which is paint-stakingly accurate and we feel sure will thrill you in the same way the film must have done, so many years ago.

In keeping with the Hammer tradition for top quality entertainment, we've assembled the absolute cream of the crop of contemporary artists and writers and their work will be appearing regularly as the months go by.

For this issue, our Dracula cover painting is by Joe Petagno III whose work you've most likely seen before on one of the numerous album covers he has illustrated. The mammoth 21 page Dracula strip itself is by Paul Neary who, though English, had been illustrating top American fantasy magazines exclusively until now.

The Christopher Lee filmography included in this issue as a special extra is possibly the most complete listing of his work ever to appear in print, but should you know of anything missing, be sure to let us know for future addenda.

For those of you with insatiable minds, we've persuaded John Brosnan to write a regular column on special effects and make-up in horror films. John has already written several books on the subject, and his Horror People (his sequel to Movie Magic) is to be published shortly.

"Horror Around the World" is a column that started out in the bi-monthly Monster Mag, but because of its terrific popularity will now be appearing every month, in this magazine. Its writer, Barry Pattison, is also the author of that highly informative book on vampires, The Seal of Dracula.

Add to the above-mentioned features our continuing saga of Captain Kronos Vampire Hunter, our mini-epic terror tales from Van Helsing's files, Media Macabre, the Christopher Lee biography, and this issue's fact-packed feature on vampires of the cinema, and you have what we consider to be the finest horror/fantasy magazine on the market. But that, of course, is for you the reader to decide. So be sure to put pen to paper and let us know what you think of our great new magazine and what you'd like to see in future issues.

Production work on The Day the World Ended is now in full swing. Produced and directed by the king of disaster films, Irwin Allen, and with a screenplay by Nelson Gidding, this film will open in eight months' time at Christmas.

Irwin Allen is also to produce Swarm for Warner Bros. The film concerns giant killer bees who invade America, and is based on the best-selling book by Arthur Herzog, with a screenplay by David Z. Goodman who wrote Straw Dogs and Logan's Run.

AIP have sold 37 of their films to Independent Television. Many of these are recent horror gems, including: The Abominable Dr. Phibes, Ben, Bloody Mama, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, The Vampire, Cry of the Banshee, Dr. Phibes Rises Again, The Dunwich Horror, Frogs, The House That Dripped Blood, Murders in the Rue Morgue, Necromancy, The Return of Count Yorga, The Vampire Lovers, Willard, and Who Slew Auntie Roo?

NOW IN PRODUCTION FROM HAMMER FILMS...

Vampirella. Based on the top-selling American magazine of the same name, the film deals with the adventures of an alien girl living on Earth. On her homeworld, the rivers and seas are not as we know them, not clear blue... but deep red, not water... but blood. Marooned on Earth, she finds our water unpalatable, to her horror realises that to drink the liquid she needs to sustain life is to quench her thirst from the throats of living beings!

HOUSE OF HAMMER No. 2

Next issue, we'll be presenting an action-packed, illustrated version of the Hammer classic that first established Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing as true masters of the macabre... The Curse of Frankenstein.

Also in issue 2, you'll be able to thrill to our fear-filled filmbook of Hammer's latest screen screams, To the Devil—A Daughter.

The back-up features in issue 2 will include a special piece on Hammer's Elstree studio and lots of facts and information we gleaned while on the set of this new Hammer film, a look at other films about demonic possession entitled "The Devil's Other Children", and biographies of the Hammer/Devil stars.

John Brosnan will be taking the lid off Hammer's make-up effects in an article on the creations of Roy Ashton, master monster maker. Barry Pattison will be on hand, having another look at foreign horror films. Captain Kronos will be continuing his illustrated pursuit of the Lords of Chaos, and Van Helsing will be back with another of his Terror Tales. Media Macabre will spotlight the little-seen gore epic, The Texas Chain Saw Massacres—plus lots of books, fan and films news. All this plus our first readers' letters column.

Don't miss issue 2—it's sure to be a sell-out!
part one

Castle Dracula

In the middle of the forest it loomed, Castle Dracula... A dark, foreboding place in a thick forest of dead trees. For around the castle nothing grew and no birds could be heard or seen, almost as if a plague had vanished all life from the area. It was to this repulsive estate, Jonathon Harker had come, from not too distant Karlstadt, for the estate's owner had need of a librarian and Harker had reason to accept the appointment.

Dwarfed by the surroundings, he walks over the castle's portice knowing he has a job to do and an appointment to keep with... Count Dracula.

The door swings open under his hand and Harker walks into an almost stygian darkness, cut only by the weak light of day from the overcast sky outside.

No one greets his arrival, though before him a large table looms upon which a meal has been set. Beside the food is a letter addressed to him.

My dear Harker,
I am very much looking forward to meeting you. Eat well, make yourself comfortable.

Dracula.
Harker has just finished his meal when he hears a weak, pleading voice behind him...

I'm sorry? Help you...?

Say you will... Please get me away from here.

But why?

He's keeping me prisoner.

Who is? Count Dracula? I'm afraid I don't understand.

Without answering, the girl runs away as...

Mr. Harker? I'm glad you arrived safely. I am Count Dracula and I welcome you. I apologize for not being here earlier.

Now that you have eaten, permit me to show you to your room.

Unfortunately my housekeeper is away at the moment. However I think you will find that everything has been prepared for your comfort.

Just one more thing. I have to go out until after sundown tomorrow. Until then, please look upon this house as your own.

Thank you. You are most kind.

As Dracula turns to leave, he picks up a photograph case Harker has unwrapped.

My fiancee, Lucy Holmwood.

You are a lucky man, Mr. Harker. She's charming...

...quite charming.
AND NOW, MR. HARKER, I BID YOU GOOD NIGHT.

KNOWING IT WILL BE LOCKED, HARKER TRIES THE DOOR, THEN LEANS BACK IN THOUGHT.

AND SO... IT BEGINS. BUT I MUST PUT EVERYTHING IN WRITING, IN MY DIARY, IN CASE ANYTHING GOES WRONG.

At last I have met Count Dracula. He accepts me as a man who has agreed to work among his books, as I intended.

It only remains for me now to await the daylight hours when, with God's help, I will forever end this man's reign of terror.

HIS DIARY SAFELY HIDDEN, HARKER DOZES.

BUT HE IS SOON TO BE AWAKENED!

THE DOOR! SOMEONE'S UNLOCKING IT!

CAUTIOUSLY, HARKER LEAVES HIS ROOM AND SEES...

INSIDE THE ROOM, SHE WAITS, WONDERING IF HE WILL COME.

YOU WILL HELP ME, MR. HARKER? I FEEL SO... SO WEAK.

IF IT'S AT ALL POSSIBLE, COME, REST YOUR HEAD ON MY SHOULDER... DON'T CRY.

AT THE END OF THE CORRIDOR... AN OPEN DOOR!
BUT THEN

HSSSSSSSSS!

SSSSSSSS!

WITH A FINAL GLANCE AT HARKER’S UNCONSCIOUS BODY STRETCHED ON THE UNYIELDING FLOOR, DRACULA AND HIS WOMAN DEPART.
A full day has elapsed. It is late afternoon when Harker begins to awaken, back in his own room.

A sudden remembrance of the previous day clears his cloudy brain.

Oh my God! I've become a victim of Dracula and the woman in his power.

Finding the door locked once more, Harker slides through the window...

And hides his precious diary in the forest beyond Castle Dracula.

I only pray it will be found... in time!

And now I must act... while my soul is still mine to control.

Down into the dank mausoleum he stalks, dusk drawing ever closer.

There they are. The foul resting places of...

Dracula...
...and the poor creature who was once an innocent young girl.

Released after countless years, the body reverts to its true age before Harker's astonished eyes!

But turning to the second coffin, the vampire hunter realises in horror...

Yes, Mr. Harker, empty. Choosing the girl first you made a big mistake; it will be your last.

It's... empty!
When I arrived, everything was quite normal. I walked up to his room to see him... and found his body laid at rest in his rooms. But there was no evidence of foul play. At an earlier request of his own, I had him cremated before I left.

His room... ransacked! And Lucy's photograph... gone! But where is Harker?

Only the mausoleum remains to be... Oh no!

Forgive me, Jonathan. It must be done.
But now I would like to see Jonathan's fiancee, Miss Lucy Holmwood. I thought it would be less of a shock if I came to tell her personally.

No! Your story is far too suspicious and Lucy is... not well. My wife and I will tell her... now, if you don't mind...

Very well. I'm sorry. Please offer my sympathy to Miss Lucy. Good day.

But upstairs in Lucy Holmwood's room...

How he hates this silly crucifix they make me wear!

At last, the night. I must prepare for his visit...

I hear him... he comes!

Lucy Holmwood, soon you will be mine... for all eternity. You will replace the one Harker took from me.
The next day, there's a knock on the door of Van Helsing's hotel rooms...

Professor van Helsing, come quickly. It's Lucy...

Within minutes, Van Helsing is standing over the weakened Lucy Holmwood.

Professor, they haven't told me but... Jonathan is dead, isn't he? I know he is.

But how did you know, unless...

Her anaemic look, her weakened state... and now this. There is only person who could have told her. I must act quickly.

Would you just turn your head a little, Miss Lucy. Thank you.

Van Helsing quickly rushes Mina downstairs...

This is worse than I realised. Have lots of garlic bulbs and flowers placed around Miss Lucy's room and on no account let the windows be opened at night. I will explain all once Miss Lucy is safe.

Those marks! I was right! Dracula is seeking his revenge!

Why, yes, professor, I'll do anything to help.

Confident in the knowledge that Dracula cannot enter a room unbidden and with the added protection of the garlic flowers to ward off evil, Van Helsing leaves. But, that evening...

Very well, Miss Lucy, they may keep away any insects but if they make you feel worse, I'll open the windows and let in some good fresh air.

Now, my beloved, now you can come to me.

Oh, Gerda... the horrible smell of those flowers stifies me. I can't breathe! Please take them away.

Oh, thank you, Gerda. I would do it myself but I feel so weak.
Within minutes, a misty form materialises at the opened window. A sudden ice-cold wind fills the room, and Count Dracula enters.

The next morning...

If my instructions had been followed, this would not have happened.

I’ve had enough of this rubbish! Death seems to follow you, Van Helsing. Death and unbelievable stories. First the mystery about Jonathon and now this. Sealed windows and garlic indeed!

Perhaps I should have told you everything earlier. But I had hoped to avoid it. Take this, Jonathon Harker’s diary. It will explain the true reason why he visited Castle Dracula. Then you’ll know how he and Miss Lucy died. I know you would not believe me, but perhaps Jonathon’s words...

And now I feel I should leave you. Good day.

Several evenings later, the local constable appears at the door with the daughter of Gerda, the Holmwood maid...

I was out playing by myself when she called me. We walked together towards the wood. Then we sat down and she went to kiss me. But someone came along and she ran away.

Tanya, child, what were you doing out by the wood, where this officer found you?

Who did, dear... who was she?

Aunt Lucy!

Then it’s true. It’s all true! Van Helsing, the diary, everything... and poor Lucy... she’s become a vampire!
THE HOLMWOOD CRYPT...

I MUST BE SURE.
I MUST SEE IF LUCY'S BODY STILL RESTS OR IF IT HAS...

...GONE!

NEARBY, TANYA WALKS ALONG A NARROW PATH THROUGH THE UNGROWTH. SOUNING AS IF IN A DEEP TRANCE, SHE CALLS OUT...

DID YOU CALL ME, AUNT LUCY?

YES, DARLING... COME...

YOUR HAND, AUNT LUCY. IT FEELS LIKE ICE.

NEVER MIND, DEAR. COME QUICKLY. I HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW YOU.

AS THE TWO WRAITHLIKE FIGURES MOVE INTO THE WOODS, ANOTHER APPEARS UPON THE SCENE. BUT THIS MAN KNOWS HOW TO DEAL WITH THE FORCES OF EVIL. HE IS PROFESSOR VAN HELSING AND IS TRAINED IN THE WAYS OF FIGHTING VAMPIRES.

SUDDENLY, AS THE TWO REACH THE CEMETERY...

LUCY!

WHY, ARTHUR, DEAR BROTHER... WHY DIDN'T YOU COME SOONER?

HERE, LET ME KISS YOU, DEAR ARTHUR.
Seemingly from nowhere, Van Helsing strikes!

Fearing the Holy Crucifix, the creature who had once been Lucy Holmwood turns and flees towards her "home... her coffin!"

No, wait, Holmwood. Don't pursue. Let her think herself safe. See, the sun is about to rise... there is only one place she can go now.

And so...

You were right. Here she lies, in her coffin. She looks so alive.

No! How can you suggest such a thing? That she should be possessed by this evil for another second. Think of Gerda's child out there and the others she will defile. No, I couldn't... I couldn't let you.

But she is not alive... rather she is un-dead! These last three nights I have watched her tomb waiting for her to rise, to lead me to Count Dracula.

Then to liberate her soul, we must destroy this shell which holds her here.

The curse broken, an expression of peace spreads over the girl's face.
As I journeyed towards his castle, a large hearse drove out of the grounds. Holmwood, we can find him. To arrive here, it must have crossed the Ingstad border. We must go there now!"

You see, Holmwood, a vampire must rest in his native soil during the daylight hours. That hearse contained a coffin, doubtless full of such soil. If we can check where the coffin was being taken, then we have found Count Dracula!

Well, I shouldn't really be givin' out such information... but seein' as you're a doctor... let me see. Here we are, an undertaker, name of J. Marx, 49 Friedrichstrasse, Karlstadt.

Karlstadt! That's your home town. We can be back there by early morning.

Meanwhile, at her home, Mina Holmwood receives an unexpected message...

A message from Arthur Holmwood? But he's supposed to be in Ingstadt.

Well, that's what he said his name was... and that you've got to see this bloke.

And so, little realising it was a trap, Mina Holmwood went to the address. The address of J. Marx, undertaker!

As the door was ajar, Mina entered the dark room. Its only light coming from an oil lamp above a large, regal coffin with gleaming brasses.

Hello. Mr. Marx? Anyone here?

The reflective gleam of the coffin caught her eye, but as she looked...

Gasp! No, it can't be. It can't...
RESTING FOR THE FIRST TIME IN DAYS, VAN HELSING AND HOLMWOOD DRINK COFFEE UPON THEIR EARLY MORNING RETURN FROM INGSTADT. HOLMWOOD ENQUIRES OF THE MAID WHETHER HIS WIFE IS YET AWAKE, LITTLE REALISING THAT SHE WILL SOON BRING ABOUT...

The Final Chase

SHE'S NOT THERE, SIR! AND HER BED IS ALL MADE UP, AS IF IT HASN'T BEEN SLEPT IN!

VAN HELSING AND HOLMWOOD EXCHANGE WORRIED GLANCES, BUT BEFORE EITHER CAN UTTER A SOUND THE DOOR OPENS, AND...

ARTHUR, PROFESSOR VAN HELSING! YOU BOTH RETURNED EARLIER THAN I EXPECTED.

DARLING, WE WERE WORRIED. YOU LOOK QUITE PALE... WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN ALL NIGHT?

SILLY, I WOKE EARLY, MADE MY BED AND WENT FOR A DELIGHTFUL STROLL. THAT'S ALL.

NOW THERE'S AN ODD COINCIDENCE. I KNOW THE ONE YOU GENTLEMEN MEAN. BEAUTIFUL CASKET, WAS BRUSHING IT DOWN ONLY YESTERDAY. THEN, THIS MORNING WHEN I WENT DOWN TO GIVE THE BRASSES A RUBBING OVER, IT HAD GONE! DISAPPEARED, IT HAD!

BUT UPON SPEAKING WITH MR. MARX...

RELIEVED, THE TWO MEN DEPART AND SET OUT TO FOLLOW THEIR ONLY LEAD. THE ADDRESS OF J. MARX, UNDERTAKER.
Discouraged, the Vampire Hunters return home. That evening, they try to make new plans...

Holmwood, do you know of any old abandoned buildings around here? somewhere a coffin could be hidden?

Why, yes, there's an old neglected graveyard nearby, you don't think...

We can't afford to overlook any possibility, come, we must check it out!

Grimly, Van Helsing answers Holmwood's half-spoken question...

Yet Dracula would hardly flee home, he must be around here somewhere!

One moment, Van Helsing. Mina, I'd feel much safer if you'd wear this in our absence. Don't ask me why, just wear it for my sake.

Arthur, I... I...

But Holmwood insists.

And...

Mina, what is it? She's fainted, Van Helsing!

I fear I know exactly what has happened, take a look at her hand where the crucifix touched...

It's burnt her! Oh, no... Not Mina too!

You said Lucy would lead us to Dracula. Why didn't I listen to you. Then this would never have happened.

You mustn't blame yourself for that. You must have the courage to let Mina lead us now tonight we'll seal her room, guard the front and back of the house, and then... we wait...

And so...

With God's help I pray we succeed for Mina's sake!
BUT, WHILE THE TWO VAMPIRE HUNTERS GUARD THE OUTSIDE OF THE HOUSE, MINA, UNDER DRACULA'S SPELL, OPENS THE DOOR TO HER BEDROOM...

AND THERE, ON THE STAIRS, HE STANDS...COUNT DRACULA! AS SILENT AND AS SMOOTH AS A WISP OF FOG, HE GLIDES INTO HER ROOM...

THE FOOLS! THEY TRY IN VAIN TO MATCH WITS WITH THE LORD OF THE UNDEAD!

COME TO ME NOW, MINA HOLMWOOD. LET ME PROVE TO THEM THEY FAILED ONCE MORE, THAT THEY HAVE NO MORE CHANCE THAN HAS THE DAY OF HOLDING BACK THE NIGHT!

LATER, AS THE SUN BEGINS TO APPEAR ON THE DISTANT HORIZON...

MINA WILL BE SAFE NOW. WE'D BETTER GO GET SOME REST.

FINE. YOU CAN HAVE THE SPARE ROOM, I'LL GET YOU A RUG.

DO NOT GIVE UP HOPE, HOLMWOOD. SEE, SHE STILL BREATHES. THERE IS ONE CHANCE...

OH, MINA, MINA!

BUT AS THE BONE-WEARY VAN HELSING IS ABOUT TO ENTER HIS ROOM, HE HEARS A SCREAM!

AND BURSTING INTO THE HOLMWOOD BEDROOM SEES...
Hastily, Van Helsing prepares a blood transfusion and soon the rich strong fluid flows into Mina's weakened body.

She'll be fine now, Holmwood, but you should have plenty to drink after giving so much blood. Tea, or better still, wine.

But how did that fiend get in here? We had the house so well protected.

That's how Dracula got to Mina. He's already inside the house... in the cellar! We must move quickly, the sun is already setting.

The two men dash frantically downstairs, only to find...

Too late again. But this will foil his plans.

But... how...?

This holy crucifix will prevent him from being able to return here at sunrise.

But suddenly...

Van Helsing, Mina has gone!

That scream, he's upstairs!

You have eluded me before, Dracula, but this time I swear you will pay for your hideous crimes... even if I have to chase you to the ends of the earth!
IN HOLMWOOD'S COACH, THE TWO VAMPIRE HUNTERS SPEED TOWARDS CASTLE DRACULA!

WE MUST CATCH UP WITH HIS COACH BEFORE HE REACHES HIS HOME, WILL YOUR HORSES GO NO FASTER?

BUT SURELY WE WILL HAVE HIM TRAPPED IN HIS CASTLE?

NO! BEFORE DAWN HE WILL BURY HIMSELF SOMEWHERE... ANYWHERE... WITHIN THE FOREST OR THE GROUNDS. THEN WE WILL NEVER FIND HIM!

LOOK, AHEAD... THE CASTLE! AND THERE HE STANDS WITH MINA!

DRACULA! YOU ARE TOO LATE... YOU CANNOT HIDE FROM US! SEE, THE SUN BEGINS TO RISE!

LEAVING HOLMWOOD TO CARE FOR HIS UNCONSCIOUS WIFE, VAN HELSING RACES AFTER THE LORD OF VAMPIRES...

WHO FLEES INTO HIS DARK CASTLE, SAYING NOT WHETHER HE TRIES TO EVADE HIS PURSUER OR THE GOLDEN LIGHT OF DAWN.

FOR A MOMENT, VAN HELSING HESITATES, NOT KNOWING WHICH DOOR TO OPEN. THEN HE HEARS A SOUND...

THE DINING ROOM!
Bursting in, Van Helsing sees the Vampire raising a trapdoor in the floor. Then Dracula turns...

...and lunges!

With the power of ten men, Dracula grabs his nemesis by the throat...

And forces him back against the table. But with all his failing strength, Van Helsing's hand grabs the Vampire's shoulders and pushes...

Perhaps toying with his prey, Dracula stands back, arrogant in his self-confidence. And Van Helsing realises the Vampire was not fleeing from him, but from...

The sunlight! A dazzling shaft of which bursts through a crack in the heavy curtain, burning the dead flesh of the Vampire Lord's pallid face...

With a sudden surge of strength, Van Helsing tears down the protective material allowing the full light of day to drench his foe!
His body disintegrating by the second. Dracula tries to crawl beyond the sun's rays. But Van Helsing holds him back with the reflected glare from two gold candlesticks.

And so, the Lord of the Undead... dies!

For a moment, the vampire hunter stands transfixed, until a sudden wind blows asunder the pile of fetid ash that had once been the greatest evil the world had ever known... Count Dracula.

And, outside...

As the three wearily turn their backs on the now empty castle a new sound greets their ears from the forest. The birds begin to sing.

Mina, your hand! The crucifix burns is disappearing...

Then it's over, at last.
TODAY, Christopher Lee is recognised as an actor of exceptional range and talent, and despite his rare appearances recently in horror and fantasy films, it is indicative of the man's immense popularity that his fans have remained loyal to him. But having said that, it would still be impossible to ignore the impact the film fantasy world has had on his career. An impact that has had people calling him the 'man of a thousand faces', and the 'crown prince of terror'.

It was 1956 when Lee, who had for some years been struggling along as a bit-part actor, made his first venture into horror movies. He heard that Hammer wanted someone to play the part of the monster in their new film *Curse of Frankenstein*. Lee was determined to get the role, as he explains:

"I went along and actually convinced them that I would make a suitable creature. It didn't worry me that they might make me totally unrecognisable, because I wasn't getting anywhere looking like myself." Lee did manage to convince the men at Hammer, but still insists that he got the part mainly because of his size. However, the result was the biggest grossing film in the history of the British cinema in relation to cost. It was the first major step in Lee's career, and it was to lead to even bigger strides.

A career as a leading master of the macabre must have seemed completely inconceivable for Lee when one considers his background. Born on May 27, 1922 in London, he was educated at Wellington College where he distinguished himself in the classics. At the outbreak of war, he trained as a fighter pilot with the Royal Air Force, based in South Africa and Rhodesia before being transferred to the Intelligence Service and Special Operations. On leaving the forces, he decided to follow his long-time ambition to become an actor. His
reason for this is as simple and as direct as the man himself. He says: "I suppose it was just the urge to create people that weren't me, and because it was the thing I felt I could do better than anything else."

But despite his obvious enthusiasm and confidence, at first things didn't work out the way he hoped. Like every budding superstar he went from studio to studio, director to director, unfortunately without much encouragement. One executive even went as far as to tell him: "You'll never be a film actor, you're height is against you. Why do agents waste my time sending me people like you?"

If Lee had been over-sensitive, he'd have dropped any notions of becoming an actor there and then. But he was determined to be one and no adverse criticism from 'executives' was going to dampen his spirits.

Vampire-hunters beware! The sun is down, darkness covers the land — and Dracula lives!

The film that made Lee famous — Hammer's Curse of Frankenstein (1957).
Christopher Lee

His first break came when a cousin, Count Niccolo Caradini, Italy's post-war ambassador to Britain, introduced him to Filipo del Giudice of Two Cities Films. Within three weeks of the interview, Christopher was given a one line part in Corridors of Mirrors. From then on the roles couldn't help but get bigger and better. Hamlet, Scott of the Antarctic, They Were Not Divided, Captain Hornblower R.N., The Crimson Pirate, Moulin Rouge, Port Africa, Battle of the V.I., Ill Met By Moonlight and a Tale of Two Cities — Lee had parts in them all. But still the really big break eluded him.

Then, incredibily it came — but as a rambling, mindless monster he was launched to movie stardom. That was, as we have already mentioned, the creation from Curse of Frankenstein. Since then Lee has never looked back. That film incidentally, not only established Lee by name if not by face, but was his first part with the then unknown actor Peter Cushing. From that day, the two men have become firm friends and starred in a number of horror classics together.
The success Lee scored as the 'monster' couldn't compare with that achieved with his second major role for Hammer. Because Frankenstein had been so well received, the company decided that it would be good box-office to do a film about the greatest gothic legend ever, Dracula.

Finally the void left since the death of Bela Lugosi was filled as Christopher Lee took the part and portrayed the Lord of the Undead with more power and majesty than ever before. This version was certainly as close as anyone as ever come to Bram Stoker's original concept, and the film established Lee as a cult figure, so that even today no-one can command the same respect and admiration when portraying Dracula, as he has done.

Since then, Lee's career has become movie history. He was in demand and his roles were now coming thick and fast — mostly in the horror genre. But no-one could say that this was a case of typecasting. After all there is a world of difference from playing the creation of Frankenstein and the title role of a mad Russian monk in Rasputin or a cruel, inscrutable Chinese in The Face of Fu Manchu. But for the moment he was straddled with the reputation of being a 'horror' actor, although he can take great credit in the fact that every role he tackled was with a total belief and respect in the character being portrayed. It is not easy as Lee explains:

"Releasing the being trapped within the outer shell and making him acceptable in his context calls for true acting. And the mental and emotional strain involved is quite considerable. One must immerse oneself completely in the character and forget one's own personality entirely. The portrayal from start to finish must be straight, honest and sincere. A trace of 'tongue-in-cheek' deserves the audience's laughter." Lee also adheres to the philosophy that evil is a lonely thing. "I have always tried to invest even the lowest creature with nobility — they are so deeply pathetic."

After the enormous success of Dracula it was to be expected that the public would lap up any offering about the nocturnal Transylvanian, particularly if it could boast Christopher Lee as the star. Lee himself readily accepted further Dracula roles, but as time went by he became more and more disillusioned with the part as it veered away from Stoker's original concept, and finally Lee called a halt and will only play the part again if, as he says: "I can bring something extra to it, although I do have reservations about playing the role in modern settings. But the ultimate ambition is to do a film of Stoker's book, as Stoker really wrote it."

A lot of cynics forecasted Lee's downfall after he expressed those opinions about a part which had after all brought him great financial success as well as making him an international star. But Lee was determined to 'break away' and what better way of starting afresh than disassociating himself with his most famous role? Lee need not have had any fears. Suddenly people began to see the actor behind the role, and far from being out of work, his movie commitments began to pile up.

Among some of his more recent were as Counte De Rochefort in The Three Musketeers, and also in the follow-up which was called, not too surprisingly, The Four Musketeers. But probably one of his best roles to date was a part much sought-after and that was as James Bond's arch-villain in The Man With The Golden Gun and his portrayal as the evil Scaramanga nicely balanced that of the smooth Bond, played by Roger Moore.

His interests include music, books, he has a collection of over 110 operas; books, he has a library of over 1,200 books, his favourite subject being historical biography; and golf, a sport at which he is very good, and can boast a handicap of 2. He lives quietly in his apartment in Belgravia with his Danish wife Birgit and daughter Christina. He is also an expert swordsman, which has helped him in his film career, and you can never forget his fine singing voice.

Recently he has been appearing a lot more on television in a number of quiz programmes, and even in an episode in the 'Space 1999' series. Perhaps someone might ask him to do a play sometime, but for the moment it seems that films are still Lee's main work, with his latest being Hammer's To the Devil — A Daughter.

No doubt new productions starring Christopher Lee will continue to appear, but let's hope that, as much as we enjoy his other work, the classic, faithful Dracula will somehow see the light of day. For all of us fantasy fans, it would be a fitting climax to a career in horror films that has known no equal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year &amp; Film</th>
<th>Production Company</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Corridor of Mirrors</td>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>Terence Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td><em>Hamlet</em></td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Laurence Olivier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Prelude to Fame They Were Not Divided</td>
<td>Two Cities</td>
<td>Fergus McDonell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Babes in Baghdad Paul Temple Returns</td>
<td>Danzigers</td>
<td>Edgar G. Ulmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1954 | Destination Milan The Triangle | Douglas Fairbanks | Gordon Parry | Rome 
| 1955 | Death of Michael Torbin That Lady | Douglas Fairbanks | Lawrence Huntington, Bernard Knowles | Helen Torbin, Terence Young |
| 1956 | Dark Avenger (U.S.: The Warriors) Final Column Crossroads (Short) Storm Over the Nile | Allied Artists | David McDonald, John Fitch | Captain of the Guard |
| 1957 | Port Africa | David R. E. Rose | John Boult | Captain of the Guard |
| 1958 | The Traitor (U.S.: The Accused) Bitter Victory Truth About Women A Tale of Two Cities | Michael McDermott | Michael Powell | Jeffrey Craig, Anthony Young, Terence Young, Basil Dearden |
| 1960 | City of the Dead | Vulcan | John Moxey | Prof. Driscoll |
| 1961 |ハードデッドハード(Handle of a Stranger) (Europe: Les Mains d’Orlac) | Hammer | Terence Fisher, Paul Allen | Hercule Poirot, Sherlock Holmes |

The date shown is the year of production, not necessarily the date of release. Production companies have not been shown in the case of foreign films and where the original company is in doubt.

* denotes a film in which Christopher has appeared with Peter Cushing.
CHRISTOPHER LEE
TELEVISION APPEARANCES

As well as numerous interviews in Chat Shows etc., such as “Whicker’s World”; “The Eamonn Andrews’ Show”; “The Dave Allen Show”; “On the Bradley Beat”; “Cirielle, the Movie Magazine”; “Film Night”; “Nationwide”; “The Johnny Carson Show”; “The Mike Douglas Show”, Christopher has appeared in the following series TV and film shows.

World TV/Vampires vs. Heros

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Vampires vs. Heros</td>
<td>Lord D'Arque</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hercules in the Centre of the Earth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Hercules in the Centre of the Earth</td>
<td>Hercules</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Philosophy in the Flesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Philosophy in the Flesh</td>
<td>Dr. T.</td>
<td>CBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Man With the Golden Gun

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>The Man With the Golden Gun</td>
<td>Dr. Fu Manchu</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RADIO

Leviathan 99 (1968).

BOOKS

Christopher Lee’s New Chamber of Horrors: Souvenir Press.

OPERA

Semi-professional performances or excerpts on the concert stage: among these, performances of 14 Operas, Christopher has appeared in pairs of: The Barber of Seville; Don Carlos; The Magic Flute; Das Rheingold; Der Freischütz; Rigoletto; Otello; Faisaff.

RECORDINGS

L.P. Hammer’s “Dracula” (EMI Studio Two A 6001).
campaign. This was just the last in a long line of disasters for the film. It's based on a combination of The Phantom of the Opera and the Faust legend, with inklings of The Cabinet of Dr Caligari, The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Psycho and The Picture of Dorian Gray to name a proverbial few.

The hero, Winslow Leach, has his rock cantata stolen; he's busted for drugs and sent to Sing Sing. The evil genius behind this nastiness is rock-promoter Swan of Death Records. He's made a videotape contract with the Devil — his soul in exchange for eternal youth. The Winslow boy, meanwhile, escapes. He's maimed by a recordpressing machine and haunts Swan's new rock palace, The Paradise, in search of — you guessed it — revenge.

When Universal Pictures heard of the plot, they charged copyright infringement on their films of The Phantom of the Opera (1925; 1943; 1962). They settled for a percentage.

The original title, Phantom of the Fillmore, was changed when rock promoter and Fillmore Auditorium owner Bill Graham wouldn't play ball. The film's title became simply Phantom.

King Features then objected, claiming infringement of their comic-book character "The Phantom". The title changed again, this time to Phantom of the Paradise.

But the legal gremlins were still busy. Atlantic Records and their subsidiary Swan label threatened to sue over the film's use of the name Swan Song Records. Cuts were made as lawyers counted their blessings and dollars.

The film was directed by Brian De Palma as part comedy, part horror. He says of his films:

"My emphasis on horror isn't arbitrary or exploitative. My father was an orthopaedic surgeon and I used to watch him operate. I was fascinated by his complex and, at times, gruesome operations."

De Palma is a friend of director Martin (Mean Streets) Scorsese and part of the new wave of American directors who include Francis Ford (Godfather) Coppola and George (American Graffiti) Lucas.

His previous films are... well... interesting.

In Greetings, his first major feature (released in 1968), the hero was played by Gerrit Graham (he played the rock-star Beef in Phantom). In bed with his girlfriend he has this passion for... tracing bullet trajectories on her naked body. He shows around photos of a supposed figure on a grassy knoll claiming, "This will break the Kennedy case wide open." His girlfriend is unimpressed: "I saw Blow-Up. I know how this comes out."

In Hi, Mom! (1970) the all-black cast of a stage production steal from, beat up and rape their white liberal audience.

Get to Know Your Rabbit (1972) starred Tommy Smothers (of The Smothers Brothers) as a dropout from the business world who became a travelling musician. His boss, Allen Garfield,
becomes rich by starting a school for drop-outs. The original ending had Smothers watching a rabbit in half on TV's Johnnie Carson Show. Warner Brothers objected and interfered in the production on behalf of rabbits everywhere.

Blood Sisters (1972; US title Sisters) was released in Britain as '77 feature to the appalling The Beast Must Die in 1974, and was one of the more frightening recent horror films. The Chicago Daily News called it "the most brilliantly horrifying movie in years."

While at Columbia, director De Palma became interested in Hitchcock's Rear Window and Psycho. Also in Roman Polanski's Repulsion, the story of a psychotic girl's nightmares. "Suddenly I knew that I could convey my dreams on the screen. Hitchcock said form would do," he says.

All three films influenced Blood Sisters, the story of a small-town girl reporter who sees a savage murder committed by a psychotic siamese twin. The local police arrive. They already dislike the girl because of recent articles she's written about them. And when they can't find a body or any signs of a murder, they assume she's making the story up. So she tries to find out what happened by herself.

Brian De Palma is reasonably odd himself. "I'm almost completely oblivious to my surroundings. The outside world means little or nothing to me. Everything meaningful is right in my hand, in my eyes."

As Rex Reed of the New York Daily News said of Blood Sisters, "His thrill movie has the tension and timing of Rene Clement and Claude Chabrol at the top of their form and the hideous horror of Hitchcock at his imaginative best."

The Village Voice put it more succinctly: "It scared the **** out of me."

Noise, an urban horror story which Castle will shoot in New York.

Plans are under way to remake H. G. Wells' The Island of Dr. Moreau. The same story was originally filmed in 1933 by Paramount under the title Island of Lost Souls, with Charles Laughton as Dr. Moreau.

George (THX 1138) Lucas is now working on a multi-million dollar sci-fi epic Adventure of Star Killer, with a 13-week shooting schedule in England and North Africa.

Another comic strip is heading for the screen, and possibly TV. It's Dan Dare, the space exploration hero to millions of readers of "Eagle" comic in Britain and Commonwealth. A new London production company, Phenomenal Films, has acquired theatrical rights from the owner International Publishing Corp., and is planning a multi-million dollar series of six features.

First of the six, Return of the Mekon is in development this spring. The producers have obtained stage actor Peter Lucas to play Dare as a Bond-style hero some 1,500 years in the future. Cornel (Naked Prey) Wilde is listed as possible director.

Soon to be on our screens is Monster, which stars John Carradine and Burgess Meredith. The producer tells us that as man pollutes our waters, giant creatures must forage for food on land, and we can expect such creatures to confront us at any moment just as sharks created havoc in the water. One scene is set in a large meeting hall where some 200 townspeople are naively arguing as to whether there is or isn't a live monster, and if there is, what to do about it. Everything is civilised and peaceful when suddenly a 15-foot long claw smash its way into the wall of the building with the obvious intention of finding someone so it can appease its appetite. As it gropes about among the turmoil a pretty girl is swooped up from claw to mouth which mercifully stills her screams. Another scene has John Carradine calmly telling his

grandchildren that all those monster rumours are so much hogwash. At that moment a half of chewed cow is dropped by the monster through the roof of the house. It makes believers out of the screaming children.

Fan Scene

If you're lucky enough to live in or around London, there's one monthly fan scene that you can't afford to miss... The Gothic Film Society. Celebrating its tenth anniversary this season, the Gothic shows an excellent selection of rare 1920s films (such as Lon Chaney Senior's 1923 Hunchback of Notre Dame and John Barrymore's 1922 Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde). Secretary Robin James also managed to get his hands on prints of more recent horror classics that didn't get general release such as Frogs (with Ray Milland) and Tombs of the Blind Dead (both 1973 productions). The Gothic's season runs from October to April every year and is held at the Holborn Library, 32-38 Theobalds Road, London WC1. The Society presidents, who are often in attendance, are Terence Fisher, Freddie Francis and Bob Monkhouse, and a wide selection of fantasy books and magazines are on sale at every gathering. For full details of the remaining shows this season, drop a line to the secretary, Robin James, a stamped addressed envelope, at 75 Burns Avenue, Feltham, Middlesex.

If you're one of those unfortunate readers who doesn't live in London, while we can't bring the actual films to your door, there's an excellent magazine that does. It's called The Monster Times and is one of the top American fantasy film magazines. Published monthly in a tabloid newspaper format, with a giant poster free in each issue, it gives you all the latest horror film news from the States, plus literally andredout of fantastic pictures. Each month it presents a full fantasy filmbook plus lots of articles, reviews and interviews. Write for a sample copy, at 40p, to Pemwh Productions, 3 Lewisham Way, London SE14, you won't regret it.

In future issues of House of Hammer, we'll be giving you all the information we can get on fan clubs, fan publications and the forthcoming Horror Convention, but we'd like this to be your column too, so if you hear of any future events, or if you have a fantastic fan club or an fantastic that you produce, let us know about it and we'll spread the word through Media Macabre.

Write to: MEDIA MACABRE, c/o HOUSE OF HAMMER, WARNER HOUSE, 135-141, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON W1V 4QA
Captain Kronos - Vampire Hunter

The villagers are angry at Marcus's death, and Kronos is forced to fight a band of them as he raids the graveyard in search of further supplies of metal crucifixes. Having obtained a supply of holy metal, Grost forges a sword from it. Kronos is now ready for the final attack.

Using the beautiful Carla as a decoy, Kronos breaks into Durward Hall. But there a surprise awaits him. The vampirism is not centred on Paul and Sara, as he had suspected, but on their mother, Lady Durward. Hiding a perfectly youthful face behind a mask of age, it is she who is the vampire...and she has now managed to resurrect her husband. Kronos duehs with both of them, and finally manages to dispatch them with his holy sword. The evil is finally destroyed.

But for Kronos and Grost, the quest will never be over...not until each last trace of vampirism, in all its forms, is tracked down and destroyed. There is much work still to be done, and they ride away from Durward, seeking further opportunities to exploit their singular talents. Carla tearfully watches the man she has grown to love ride into the distance.

When next we meet our demon-quelling duo, they are in darkest Europe, in a small village in Bavaria...with problems all its own.

NE of Hammer's most interesting offerings, Captain Kronos - Vampire Hunter sprang from the fertile mind of master television writer, Brian Clemens. A remarkable writing and directing debut by Clemens, the film featured Horst Janson as Kronos, John Cater as his companion, Professor Heironymous Grost, and Caroline Munro as Carla.

The film takes place in the early nineteenth century. Captain Kronos is a muscular ex-officer of the Imperial Guard, with a mysterious past: he has been the victim of a vampire and survived. Now he dedicates his life to seeking out the evil and destroying it. A rapier and a Japanese samurai sword are always by his side... and he is a master of both if the occasion arises. His hunchbacked friend, Grost, unable to match Kronos in muscle, adds a sharp brain to the combination.

Kronos - The Film

Strange things have been happening in the village of Durward... young girls have been dying of old age. Unable to combat the problem, the local doctor, Marcus, calls in his old friends. Kronos and Grost arrive, bringing with them Carla, a girl that Kronos has saved from the pillory.

They suspect vampirism is the cause of the epidemic, but a new and strange form, unlike anything they have come across before. As girls continue to die, Kronos investigates, trying all he knows to track down the vampire.

In spite of all this, Marcus still has other more normal duties to perform. One of his visits takes him to Durward Hall, where Lady Durward has become aged and withdrawn with grief over the death of her husband, once a master-swordsman, who died from the plague under Marcus's care. Their children, Paul and Sara, react differently. Blaming Marcus for their father's death, they hate him venomously...

When Marcus returns, Kronos realises that he too has become infected by the vampire, and has no alternative but to kill him. But nothing seems to work against this strange vampirism. They drive a stake through his heart, they hang him...to no avail. Marcus lives on. Kronos and Grost prepare to burn him...when Marcus suddenly falls. They discover that his crucifix has plunged itself into his chest. Marcus has finally died, but in doing so has given Kronos the clue he needs.
Night falls swiftly in Landstadt—but waiting in a windowless crypt, Captain Kronos and Grost have no way of seeing the sun go down. All they are aware of is the urgency of their quest...

There, Grost— THAT ONE!

Aye, Captain— THIS MUST BE THE VAMPIRE WE FOLLOWED!

The crucifix, Grost— QUICKLY!

But even as they finish their grisly task...

Lord, Captain! The whole crypt— IT'S FULL OF VAMPIRES!

Too many to handle now! OUT OF HERE—FAST!
THE FIENDS ARE EVERYWHERE! THE WHOLE PLACE SETHES WITH THEM!

TO HORSE! TO HORSE!
BACK CURSE YOU!

COR WEEKS, THE STREETS OF LANDSTADT HAVE BEEN DESERTED AFTER DUSK — BUT AS THE TWO MEN THUNDER OVER THE COBBLES, KRONOS SEES...

A WOMAN! YOU THERE! GET OFF THE STREETS!

I WORK JUST OUTSIDE THE VILLAGE... AS A MAID. MY MASTER IS COUNT BALDERSTEIN!

THESE ARE DANGEROUS TIMES, CARLA. WEAR THIS CRUCIFIX... COME BACK TO THE INN WITH US!

KRONOS! I NEVER THOUGHT I'D SEE YOU AGAIN!

CARLA! BUT I LEFT YOU IN DURWARD! WHAT THE DEVIL ARE YOU DOING HERE?

I'LL BE SAFE ENOUGH—THERE'S A COACH WAITING FOR ME! I HAVE TO GO, KRONOS, MY LOVE!

COULD SOMEONE BE TRYING TO RAISE AN ARMY — AN ARMY OF THE UNDEAD?

THERE'S MORE TO THIS THAN SIMPLE VAMPIRISM, GROST...

...IT'S AS THOUGH THE VERY FORCES OF HELL ITSELF WERE TRYING TO BREAK THROUGH INTO OUR WORLD!
GHOST HAMMERS AT THE DOOR — BUT HIS ONLY ANSWER IS THE THUNDER OF ECHOES...

EMPTY! THERE’S NO ONE HERE, CAPTAIN...

BUT IF BALDERSTEIN’S NOT HERE... WHERE ARE THE SERVANTS? WHERE'S CARLA?

AYE — AND WE KNOW HOW TO DEAL WITH THEM! THEY SHALL TASTE OUR STEEL!

BUT KRONOS TOO, HAS SOME SMALL WITH THE SWORD...

BOTH DEAD! WE'LL GET NOTHING FROM THEM NOW! MUST YOU BE SO IMPETUOUS, CAPTAIN...?

 ALL I COULD THINK OF WAS CARLA! WHERE IS SHE? WHAT'S HAPPENED TO HER?

CARLA IS OF SECONDARY IMPORTANCE NOW! THE VAMPIRES MUST BE DEALT WITH FIRST — THEN WE MUST FIND OUT WHO'S BEHIND THEM!

AYE, YOU'RE RIGHT! AND IT MUST BE DONE QUICKLY... BEFORE NIGHT FALL! THE VILLAGERS MUST HELP US!
But, back in the village...

DRIVE STAKES THROUGH OUR DEPARTED ONES? WE'LL NEVER HELP YOU DO THAT!

NAY—NOR WILL WE LET YOU DO IT, EITHER!

WE'LL GUARD THE CEMETERY!

YOU'LL NOT GET NEAR IT, CURSE YOU!

Dogs! Stupid, unthinking...

Kronos is all for attacking the villagers—but Professor Grost is far more cautious...

The meddling fools...

...but they will never stay there after dusk! They dare not! We will be there as night falls—after we have made certain preparations!

Preparations...that include a visit to the nearby forest...

You've enough pitch, Grost?

Plenty...but you'd better nail it, too! This must hold together long enough for us to finish our task!

And, as night shadows creep across the land...

Here will do—I'll ram it home!

Quickly, captain—I saw something move! I must light it now!

You work in the crypts, Kronos...

Uhh! I'll handle the ones out here!

The light from the blazing cross forces the undead back into their mouldering coffins—as the two begin their grisly task...
At last... it is over! Over, that is, save for one detail...

That... crest! The Balderstein crest... and this is where we first traced the evil.

Balderstein! — And... and Carla works for him!

To horse, professor! We must ride for his manor!

Swift as the wings of the wind, they thunder through the chilly dawn...

And this time there is nothing to stop them. As they smash their way into the crumbling manse — to find...

 Coffins! So Balderstein was the one behind the vampire outbreak!

Aye, captain... coffins, and an altar!

This means but one thing, Kronos — using the vampires, Balderstein has been trying to contact the very denizens of hell itself... the lords of chaos!

So... by destroying the vampires, we've defeated him!

He'll try again, captain — in another time... another place!

Then we'll thwart him — and get Carla out of his damned clutches!

Aye, we'll find him, Grost... even if it takes all eternity!

Next month: The terror of Walpurgis night!
The international horror movie industry contains some pretty strange personalities but I defy anyone to find one more bizarre than that created and played by Jose Mojica Marins - the dreaded Ze do Cauxi, Ze of the Coffin. Whether striding about the Brazilian hinterland in top hat and opera cloak to the ill-concealed amazement of the peasants or wreathed in smoke as he solemnly pronounces on life, death and nothingness, Ze is pretty astounding. Marins himself takes some effort to classify. Stricken by the movie bug before the war he began shooting 16mm in the family chicken run. The first feature he attempted was abandoned when the leading lady died off in the middle of its production and his O Auge do Desespero was destroyed in a fierce storm. Undeterred Marins launched into the...
first Brazilian film to be made in Cinemascope *Sina e Aventurao* in which he was cameraman, editor, director and spoke the voices of three characters. He got his material back from processing only to find much of it out of focus but showed it anyway. Critics called him the assassin of the Brazilian film.

After this came *Meu Destino em Suas Maos*, a film dealing with parental authority and featuring the then child stars Pablito Calvo and Joselito. This one was banned for people under the age of eighteen despite the clerics who had collaborated on it. *Marins* attempted burlesque hall presentation with *A Voz do Cinema* with only four numbers and then filmed *Ceracao Perdidas* during which he became ill, meaning that his crew had to go off and work on a comedy with Marisol, the South American star. This became the turning point in *Marins* already distinctly odd career for in fever he hallucinated the strange visions of cruelty, death and obsession which he cobbled together into the films for which he is best known — the *Ze do Caixo (Ze of the Coffin)* cycle.

In eighteen days a recovered Marins mustered the co-op crew to shoot his *A Meia Noite Levarei Sua Alma*, literally "Tonight I'll Steal Your Soul," in which the abominable *Ze* perpetuates crimes of acid bath horrendousness until trapped in the tomb of his victims. Marins emerged from this with a film unwatchable and a debt of eight of the ten million it had cost. However, hiring a cinema in remote Bahia, he ran the film with startling success. Both *Ze* and Marins were part of film folklore.

In making *O Diabo de Vila Velha*, another horror subject to clear his debts, Marins launched himself into the sequel to his first *Ze* film, this time called *Esta Noite Encarnarei Teu Cadaver* — "Tonight I will Enter Your Body."

In this we learn that *Ze* survived his reptile swathed internment at the end of the first film. *A court* immediately dismisses as preposterous any suggestion that one man could be responsible for all the atrocities blamed upon him and they send him off to his remote village where the locals regard him with suspicion.

We learn next that *Ze* considers children the only unspoiled thing in the world when he saves one from a passing cyclist. So what more natural than that he should create one? Suspicion soon falls upon our top-hatted hero (and his inevitable hunchback associate), when all the young women of the district disappear. The lynch mob doesn't get *Ze* however and sure enough he is applying fiendish tests of suitability on the captive women as a result of which most are fried, eaten, impaled or snake-bit. The Eastmancolour hell sequence was compared to Dante by critics unable to further ignore the cycle.

These were followed by *A Encarnacao do Demonio* and the episode films *A Trillogia de Terror* and *O Mundo Estranho de Ze do Caixo*. The latter (*Strange World of Coffin Ze*) featured a puppeteer who ends up using the eyes of the yokos who attacked his girl assistants in his dolls, a hunchback balloon seller who falls for the road accident victim, but more notably Marins most remarkable exercise to date — a final episode in which Marins not as *Ze* but as a professor of rather extreme philosophy invites a TV personality and his wife to dinner to discuss their differences. Soon they are wandering through his basement torture chamber and he has them chained in facing cells. A little starvation soon gives the wife a taste for the broadcaster's blood thus disproving the theory that love is stronger than need. The delicious final shot shows the professor and his team sitting down to a meal of pieces of the unfortunate couple.

Riding the wave, *Ze* and Marins continued in a late night TV series entitled *Alem Muito Alem do Alem*. Marins was to become an established celebrity filmmaker but as that other Brazilian filmmaker of his day Glauba Rocha was known only for his Marxist cowboy Antonio das Mortes, it was *Ze* who people remembered, when thinking of *Marins*.

As a filmmaker, *Marins* was not exactly super-pro. His staging was never all that convincing and outside of the real terror his cast could be seen evincing when faced with genuine tarantulas, snakes, quick-lime and the like! Also the cheapness of his productions showed, but no one cared. *The Strange World of Coffin Ze* would have held the attention even if it had been shot in 8mm and with a cast recruited from a bus queue.

As a personality, Marins was quite remarkable. His flamboyant characters instantly riveted attention even when they weren't pouring acid on their chained victims. His is a face that would instantly gain a following if it appeared on British screens.

**Stop Press**

**Book Scene**

*HIS* is it … the one you've all been waiting for! W. H. Allen have got the whole deal tied up, and at the time of going to press, Christopher Lee is doubtless putting his whole life story on paper. We've no details yet of when the master of the macabre's manuscript will be finished and the book released, but you can be sure that as soon as it's known, you'll be able to read about it first in this column.

But while you're waiting for the release of his autobiography, make sure you don't miss Christopher Lee's *X Certificate*, a 60p anthology available from Star Books. It contains stories by such greats as Bram Stoker, Robert E. Howard (creator of *Conan*), Christopher Lee's step-cousin Peter Fleming (brother of the late Ian Fleming, creator of *James Bond*) and multifarious other masters of the macabre including Clark Ashton-Smith, Fritz Leiber, Robert Bloch, Richard Matheson and Henry Kuttner. All introduced by the perpetrator of the cinema's most villainous characters from his personal terror-trove of the strange and supernatural.
TEST tubes bubble, electricity crackles and sparks fly as the mad scientist works on his latest laboratory creation — a familiar scene in countless horror films, especially those made during the 1930s and 40s. Usually the one responsible for those spectacular electrical displays was a man called Ken Strickfaden.

He specialised in making electrical equipment for use in films, working in the garage of his home in Santa Monica, California. It was Strickfaden who designed and built all the equipment that Dr Frankenstein (Colin Clive) used to activate the Monster (Boris Karloff) in the 1931 version of Frankenstein, and in the sequels that followed. Strickfaden worked mostly for Universal Studios during the 30s though not exclusively. For instance in 1932 he designed and built the giant electrical generator used in the climax of MGM's The Mask of Fu Manchu. Strickfaden's machines weren't fakes — they actually did produce millions of volts and were quite dangerous to work with. On Fu Manchu he designed a special rig for Karloff, who was playing Fu, which would enable him to produce electrical sparks between the long metal finger-tips he was wearing and the surface of a sword. Wisely, Karloff declined to test the effect so Strickfaden himself donned Karloff's costume and rig. He grounded himself with a wire from one leg and then placed his hand in the electrical circuit. Everything worked fine until he happened to move his ungrounded leg near a metal conduit in the floor. Strickfaden literally took off and spun round in the air as the rest of the film crew, including stunned Karloff, watched in amazement. Fortunately Strickfaden wasn't seriously hurt in the accident and was soon back at work trying to invent even more spectacular electrical effects.

When Mel Brooks came to make his 1974 spoof on the Frankenstein films — Young Frankenstein — it was discovered that Strickfaden, then in his seventies, still had a lot of the original Frankenstein electrical equipment stored in his garage. Brooks decided it would be a great idea to make use of it in his film and also hired Strickfaden as an adviser. So, over 40 years later, his equipment was once again appearing in another Frankenstein film. Strickfaden also built a number of new devices for Young Frankenstein and as before there was some risk involved in their use. For the sequence where young Frankenstein (Gene Wilder) attempts to bring his creation (Peter Boyle) to life, Strickfaden's machine produced 5,000,000 volts! Gene Wilder bravely agreed to stand close to the lightning machine, making sure he was carrying nothing metallic, but a dummy replica of Peter Boyle was used to represent the Monster. Happily, nothing went wrong during the scene.

Another important person who worked on many of the horror films made during the 30s and 40s was make-up man Jack Pierce. He was responsible for designing the make-up of such famous monsters as Frankenstein's Monster, the Mummy and the Wolf Man. Frankenstein's Monster was probably his most memorable creation and Karloff later said that the success of the screen test which led to him getting the part was largely due to Pierce's skill. "He was a brilliant make-up man," karloff said years later. "I was just a freelance actor, but Pierce was on the inside of the studio and he knew the importance of the film and the part." Pierce didn't just depend on his imagination in the building of the Monster — he first did a lot of research on anatomy, surgery, criminology, ancient and modern burial systems and electrodynamics. He discovered that there were 6 ways that a surgeon could cut into the skull and decided that Dr Frankenstein, not being a practising surgeon, would use the easiest method. That is, he would cut the top of the skull straight across like a pot lid, hinge it, put the brain in and clamp the skull shut. That was the
Speaking

Above — Jack Pierce applying the make-up to Karloff for Bride of Frankenstein. Right — Boris Karloff again, as the dreaded villain, Fu Manchu in the 1932 production of The Mask of Fu Manchu.
Effectively Speaking

reason why Pierce decided to make the Monster's head square and flat. Pierce had also read that the Egyptians used to bind some criminals hand and foot then bury them alive. When their blood turned to water after their deaths it flowed into their extremities and stretched their arms to gorilla length and swelled their hands and feet to abnormal proportions. He thought this would make a nice touch for the Monster, since it was supposed to have been made up from the corpses of executed criminals. So Pierce had the sleeves of Karloff's coat shortened to create the illusion that his arms were of extraordinary length, and had the actor wear enormous boots of the type that asphalt spreader used to wear, each of which weighed 18 pounds. Part of the reason for the Monster's realistic appearance was the look of the pores of the skin which Pierce achieved by a special technique — he carefully built up the make-up with layers of cheese cloth so that one couldn't tell where

make-up assignments, but it is for his horror creations that he will always be remembered.

One of Hollywood's most famous special effects men also worked at Universal during the 1930s — his name was John P. Fulton. Like Strickfaden he worked on the 1931 version of Frankenstein, handling some of the laboratory effects as well as the model shots and the burning of the mill at the climax of the film. Fulton also worked on Dracula (1930) as well as practically every other horror film made at Universal up until 1945 when he moved to another studio. His most famous work was in The Invisible Man in 1933 which starred Claude Rains. In the scenes where Rains was supposed to be totally invisible, the effects were relatively simple to arrange and the various objects that he handled, such as a bicycle, were manipulated by means of fine wires, but in the scenes in which he was partly clothed were much more difficult to film. The wire technique was obviously unsatisfactory as the clothes had to appear as if they were filled with an invisible body. So Fulton used a travelling matte process, filming on a completely black set with walls and floor covered in black velvet. A stunt man was clothed from head to foot in a black velvet costume and wore a black headpiece which resembled a diver's helmet. Over this costume he wore whatever article of clothing was required for the scene. This gave Fulton a picture of apparently unsupported clothes moving around against a dead black background which he then superimposed onto the film taken of the ordinary set. The chief difficulty that Fulton had in directing the stunt man who was standing in for Rains was that he had to move in a way that was natural, but did not present, for example, an open sleeve end to the camera. This required endless patience, endless rehearsals and many takes. Fulton had to discover a way of getting the man to move normally without passing his gloved hands in front of himself which would, of course, obscure parts of his clothing from the camera.

In a sequence of the invisible man had to be unmasking the bandages from his head, and in another he had to remove his false nose, revealing the emptiness within the head wrappings. A travelling matte was used for the former sequence, but in the latter the effect was achieved by using a dummy replica of the invisible man's bandaged head complete with a false chest that was designed to stimulate breathing.

In a lot of the scenes the stunt man had to work completely blind which made directing him even more difficult. As his black velvet head-piece was without any openings, air had to be supplied to him by a tube running up his trouser leg. On at least one occasion either the air supply failed or the mid-summer heat, aided by the studio lights, overcame the man and he fainted in the air tubes increased Fulton's directing problems when they made a roaring noise in the stuntman's ears and drown out any sounds that might have filtered through the padding of the helmet. Even when Fulton yelled through a giant megaphone the man could only hear a faint murmur.

Perhaps the most impressive sequence in The Invisible Man occurred at the end of the film when the dying scientist slowly loses his invisibility. On the screen, looking straight down on his death bed, we can see at first only the depression made in the pillow by the invisible head and the shape of the sheets over the unseen form. Slowly a suggestion of bone structure appears then a full skeleton, then traces of flesh and finally we see Rains himself. The indented pillow was actually made of plaster and the sheets of papier-mache. A skeleton (a real one) and a series of dummies — each one in a different stage of development — were filmed separately then linked with a number of camera dissolves to create the impression that Rains was slowly reappearing.

Fulton worked on the various sequels to The Invisible Man such as The Invisible Man Returns (made in 1939 with Vincent Price under the bandages), The Invisible Woman (1941), The Invisible Agent (1942), and The Invisible Man's Revenge (1944). Fulton also worked on The Mummy and The Werewolf of London (1933) in which he turned actor Henry Hull into a wolfman one of the first and best of these type of transformations. And The House of Dracula (1945). In the latter he achieved an even more spectacular transformation — that of a flying bat becoming Count Dracula. Fulton, who won several Academy Awards for his effects work, was also the man responsible for one of the most spectacular achievements on film — the parting of the Red Sea in The Ten Commandments.

The names of Strickfaden, Pierce and Fulton are not as well known as those of the stars of the classic horror film, or even their directors, but they were responsible for many of the ingredients of those old films that made them so memorable and therefore deserve our recognition and appreciation.

King Karloff from the 1935 production of Bride Frankenstein.

Karloff's real skin ended and the make-up began. One of the best features about the make-up was that it didn't conceal Karloff's expressive face and allowed him to give full rein to his talents as a mime. About the only thing that Pierce changed below Karloff's forehead, apart from the texture of the skin and the shape of his mouth, were his eyes which Pierce half-concealed with strips of rubber to give them a sleepy, half-intelligent look.

Karloff's make-up took 3½ hours to apply each day — a long and tedious process — but removing it was even more of a job. It required an hour and a half of prying, pulling and coining with the use of special oils and solvents. First the eyelids came off, and then the deep scar on the Monster's forehead was pried into as a starting point to remove the rest of the make-up. But even more complicated was the make-up job that Pierce did on Karloff for The Mummy which took 8 hours each day. Pierce remained at Universal Studios for many years and worked on all types of
A vampire! A cry of terror that has echoed down the centuries throughout Europe, sending fathers hurrying to lock up their daughters, and packing churches full with the fearful faithful. An image of an era long buried by time, perhaps, but the legend lives on. For as you would expect; the vampire may be dead, but he won't lie down!

Though the vampire may no longer have a place in our modern view of the real world, he still stalks through the darkest corridors of the human mind, casting an evil fascination over mankind's unconscious, and conscious, thoughts. It is a fascination that has grown stronger and stronger as belief in the physical form has waned. And the vampire's spell has been recognised, and exploited, by the entertainment industry over the last hundred and fifty years, first in books and short stories, later, and most effectively, by the cinema industry.

Throughout the nineteenth century a constant stream of vampire tales flowed from the pens of a variety of writers. Some were considerable works of literature; others were written for the 'penny-dreadfuls', published in weekly parts and aimed at an audience more interested in vicarious thrills than style or merit. Finally, in 1897, Bram Stoker produced the ultimate vampire novel, Dracula. Not surprisingly, Dracula has become the most popular, and most filmed, of all the screen vampires as well.

Despite a few tentative efforts in the direction of the undead beforehand, the first vampire film of any note was Nosferatu, made in 1922. Directed by Friedrich Murnau in Germany, this silent classic was based on Stoker's Dracula, although the connection, though obvious, was not admitted. The title comes from a Rumanian word for vampire, 'Nosferat', and those parts of the action originally taking place in England were changed to German locations, as the characters were given German names also. Count Dracula became Graf Orlok, known as Nosferatu, and was played by an actor called Max Schreck... whose surname, incidentally, means 'terror'! All these changes, however, could not disguise the fact that Nosferatu was infringing the copyright on Dracula,
and Stoker's widow brought a court action which resulted in an order to destroy all prints of the film. The film seemed doomed by a breach of the law, but strangely, another flagrant breach of copyright saved it; some pirate copies of the film were made, and it is thanks to these that this early masterpiece can still be seen.

**Plague-carrier**

The problem with all film adaptations of the original Dracula story is what to leave out, for Stoker's tale is exceedingly long, and has many tediously slow-moving passages. Later film-makers have come to terms with this quite well, utilising most of the important parts to provide a well-ordered whole. Murnau had no qualms about removing whole sections, though, and even when it is remembered that his film was only just over an hour long and limited by the methods of silent film making, it does tend to suggest that accuracy was not among his major concerns. Reinforcing this idea is the fact that he also veered away from the traditional picture of the vampire itself. Apart from his blood-sucking activities, Nosferatu is seen as a personification of the plague. Wherever he goes, the Black Death breaks out, and he is frequently seen surrounded by rats. The idea that the vampire may be destroyed if a pure-hearted woman offers her life freely and keeps him by her side until dawn, when he is susceptible to the rays of the morning sun is also used. A vampire of the old tradition would laughingly have drunk and moved on without falling for such a simple snare. The end result, one feels, is that the director has made a Friedrich Murnau film, rather than one about Dracula.

But the film did have its good points, not the least of which being the performance of Max Schreck. With a bald head and rat-like face, bulging eyes and huge ears, thin body and outrageously clawed hands, he personified both the victim-and-carrier of the plague, and the anaemic demon craving life-blood. The film also used for the first time several visual techniques that have since become commonplace.

However, another nine years were to pass before the real Dracula came to the screen, when Universal pictures made the film of the same name which shot Bela Lugosi to fame. In 1924, a stage version of Dracula had been written, and three years after this, Bela Lugosi opened in the American run. When sound finally arrived, the film world naturally looked toward this very successful play, and Universal scheduled it to star the great Lon Chaney Sr. Unfortunately, Chaney died before the project could be completed. Lugosi was the obvious choice as replacement, and he took his chance with both fangs, so to speak.

The film was based on the stage play, which, in turn, was much closer to Stoker's original story than Murnau's version had ever been. It has dated badly now, being slow and underplayed to an almost incredible degree (even the climax, where Dracula is staked into his coffin, is cut away from, leaving the audience guessing what has happened). But Lugosi set the style for Dracula for the next twenty years, and, costume-wise, probably for ever more. Dracula is hardly conceivable without the evening suit, cape and the slickedback hair.

Lugosi's Dracula, under Tod Browning's direction, was also much closer to the traditional conception of the vampires, except, one might add, that the Hungarian-born actor always looked too well-fed for one who subsisted entirely on liquid food. Resting up in his coffin during the day, travelling by night in the form of a bat, cringing at the sign of the cross or sinking his fangs into a young maiden's neck (but this latest act was never shown in full camera), Lugosi became everybody's idea of the vampire count ... at least until Christopher Lee first played the role.

The studios did well out of Dracula. Lugosi did not. Sequels were made, Dracula's Daughter, and Son of Dracula, but Lugosi was in neither of them. He turned to other studios, who were jumping on the bandwagon of blood, and made such films as Mark of the Vampire and The Devil Bat. When Universal again returned to the count, in two epic confrontations between Dracula, the Wolfman and the Frankenstein monster, House of Frankenstein and House of Dracula in the mid-forties, John Carradine got the part of the arch-vampire. The only really notable thing about Carradine's portrayal was that he was the first moustached Count ... looking back on the films from a modern viewpoint, his Dracula seems about as threatening as a doctor on a house call.

When Lugosi finally got another chance to play the Count, it was in Abbott and Costello meet Frankenstein. The time was 1948, and the count, and Vampire films generally, had reached their lowest ebb. For the next years, although there were one or two tentative efforts, the vampire was not dead, but merely sleeping.

The great awakening came at last, and that from Hollywood, as one might have expected, but from England, where Dracula had first been born, in the fertile brain of Bram Stoker. Hammer films, after many years of

A still from Universal's 1931 Dracula, with Bela Lugosi as the Count and Helen Chandler as his victim.
making bread-and-butter movies, mainly for English release, first entered the horror field with an adaptation of the famous television serial, Quatermass, which they titled The Quatermass Experiment. That was in 1955, and two years later they really made their mark with Curse of Frankenstein. Following the huge success of this picture, Hammer noticed there was a huge potential for more of the same, and they were quick to realise it. A follow-up was needed, and Dracula was the obvious choice.

Dracula, released in America as Horror of Dracula not only signalled the rebirth of the vampire count, but, with Curse of Frankenstein, revived the entire horror film industry. It also gave the world a new image of Dracula, in the person of Christopher Lee: tall, gaunt and threatening, and coming much closer to the traditional vampire concept than any of his predecessors had ever done.

Jimmy Sangster's screenplay returned to the original Dracula story, and, under the guidance of director Terence Fisher, the Count was raised from being a sideshow attraction to giving his dignity fully restored. Perhaps some of the misty atmosphere of the 1931 version was missing, but the mysterious power put into the role by Christopher Lee more than made up for it. Peter Cushing, playing Van Helsing, the vampire-killer, provided a fine foil to Lee's energetic menace, and moved imperturbably through the growing horror, armed with his garlic, crucifixes, wooden stakes and vast erudition.

With the additional advantage of colour, the film was considerably more explicit than its predecessors, dwelling lovingly on each horrific detail. Technically, too, it was a considerable advance, and Dracula's disintegration when caught in the morning sunlight, leaving no more than a pile of dust, is a fitting climax to a memorable movie.

Brides of Dracula, made by Hammer two years later, did not feature the Count himself, but rather as Baron Meinster, played by David Peel, who had also decided that a simple coffin was far too small a territory for any self-respecting corpse to rule over for eternity. Van Helsing, in the form of Peter Cushing, was once again on the scene to put his mind, and body, at rest.

By now, vampire films were appearing from all parts of the world — Japan, France, Italy and Mexico, all were jumping on the bandwagon. But most of these were quick, exploitation movies of little interest, and did not feature the immortal Count.

Neither did Hammer's next venture into the blood-drinking field, Kiss of the Vampire, made in 1964, in which a hunchhroning couple fall foul of a local Bavarian vampire circle. It was 1966 before Dracula rose again, in Dracula — Prince of Darkness, and his resurrection provided one of the most gruesome scenes in cinema history.

The dust, which was all that remained of Dracula after his demise in the earlier film, had been collected by one of his faithful henchmen. With the dust scattered lovers in the bottom of a huge stone coffin, the hunchman suspends the body of a recently murdered man over it, slashes the corpse's stomach, and blood gushes down. As Lugosi had remarked in the original version: "The blood is the life . . ." and within moments, Dracula rises again.

The film, with Terence Fisher again handling the directional chores, was remarkable for some excellent visual effects. The stunning settings, added a new dimension, their beauty countering the gruesomeness of the story. And Christopher Lee seemed even more menacing, an even greater personification of evil alien to our everyday world, by not having a line of dialogue to speak throughout. Blood-red contact lenses helped tell us all we needed to know about the cravings of the vampire, and their satisfaction.

Dracula finally falls through the ice covering the moat of his castle, and is killed by the running water: a forgivable distortion of the legend which says only that a vampire may not cross running water. Locked in an icy grave, Dracula rested until 1968, when the Hammer chiefs decided the world was once again ripe to have its blood chilled, if not actually drained.

The title said it all: Dracula has risen from the Grave. The blood of a wounded priest (surely a touch of conscious irony!) trickles through the ice, and the Prince of Vampires emerges once more to build a new dominion of death. But the Dracula legend was developing now, and the vampire began to take on some of his traditional characteristics as demon lover. The American films of the thirties and forties, bound as they were by the censorship of the Hayes Office, had rigorously avoided any suggestion of this, preferring to portray the vampire merely as a symbol of utter evil. But Dracula has risen from the Grave showed the heroines welcoming Dracula's bite in much the same way as they would relish a kiss from the boyfriends. Added to this were more beautiful, atmospheric location shots, and the film took on the appearance of a curiously twisted love story, as well as being as terrifying as ever.

Vampire fever

By now, the world seemed to be in the grip of vampire fever, and the undead were bobbing up out of their coffins faster than they could be staked down again. And some of them, like the American Billy the Kid vs. Dracula, were very curious indeed. Amongst all this, it was inevitable that someone would send up the whole vampire cult, and Roman Polanski, usually known for directing more serious 'art-films', stepped in with Dance of the Vampires, or, to give it its American title, The Fearless Vampire Killers. Polanski himself took a large acting part in this black comedy, which nonetheless featured sets and locations equal to, if not even better than most serious vampire films.

But even after Polanski had shown that the vampire was not so frightening
after all, the films continued to flow in a seemingly-never-ending stream.

Between 1970 and 1973, Hammer alone produced ten vampire films. The Dracula saga continued in Taste the Blood of Dracula and Scars of Dracula. Dracula A.D. 1972 obviously updated the story, and brought the Count to London, where he remained for The Satanic Rites of Dracula. After all this, it’s no surprise to know that Christopher Lee was tiring of the role!

Other films explored different aspects of vampire lore. Countess Dracula told the grisly tale of the historical Countess Elizabeth Bathory, the original ‘Vampire woman of the Carpathians’. Another series was based round Mircalla Karnstein, the heroine/villainess of a short novel by nineteenth century writer J. Sheridan Le Fanu, called ‘Carmilla’. The Vampire Lovers was followed by Lust for a Vampire and Twins of Evil. Here was the ‘demon lover’ aspect at its most explicit, and the Countess took yet another step away from tradition by turning her attentions to members of her own sex as well as more appropriate male victims. Captain Kronos — Vampire Hunter focused on the adventures of a professional vampire killer in the early nineteenth century, and added a touch of swashbuckling adventure to the usual ingredients.

But even these offerings couldn’t vary audiences as hungrily for vampires as the vampires would have been hungry for the audiences (if only they’d been able to step off the screen), and there was room for more offerings from around the world. Count Yorga, Vampire moved the action to modern California, and was soon followed by The Return of Count Yorga.

Riding in on the crest of a wave of American ‘black’ pictures, Blacula and its follow-up, Scream, Blacula, Scream, mixed vampires and voodoo as a vampiric African Prince stalked through modern America’s black community.

More interesting was another tale set in a strange setting, The Legend of the Seven Golden Vampires, and once again, it was Hammer, the masters of the vampire film, who were responsible. By 1974, the vampire film’s amazing popularity found itself threatened by a new wave of box-office money-spinners, the Chinese kung fu pictures. It was natural then that Hammer should look eastwards and co-produce with Hong Kong’s Shaw Brothers, to combine those things that each did best ... horror and fighting-adventure.

The Chinese film industry as a whole was no stranger to supernatural tales, although most of their offerings tend to be ghost stories. Once or twice they had
GOOD DAY TO YOU READERS. MY NAME IS PROFESSOR VAN HELSING. YOU MAY KNOW ME THROUGH MY ATTEMPTS TO PERMANENTLY DESTROY THE EVIL OF COUNT DRACULA. BUT TODAY I'D LIKE TO TELL YOU A STRANGE STORY I HEARD DURING MY TRAVELS... A MACABRE TALE OF THE DEAD AND THE UNDEAD. I CALL THIS ONE...

VOODOO VENGEANCE

MIDNIGHT ON THE ISLAND OF HAITI. LOUIS, A YOUNG HOUDINIAN VOODOO PRIEST WITH FACE PAINTED TO SYMBOLIZE THE BORDERLINE BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH, PERFORMED A GROTESQUE RITUAL IN A DESERTED CHURCHYARD.

IN THE NAME OF BARON SAMEDI, MASTER OF THE DEAD RISE UP, YOU DEAD MEN RISE UP!

THE WORDS OF POWER REVERBERATED THROUGH THE STILLNESS. THEN ALL OVER THE CHURCHYARD THE GROUND ERUPTED.
It was the first time that Louis had raised the dead, now he was almost too elated with his success to give his commands. You must kill for me! I will tell you where you must go!

Then as the zombies moved away on their mission of death...

Bernice shouldn't have laughed at my love for her.

Now she'll pay...

In full!

Bernice's scream brought her brother running... But outside... More of them! Our only chance is to get clear and outrun them!

What is it, Jaques? Oooh

Zombie! Come on, run for it! Thwap!
BUT, AS JAQUES FOUGHT FOR THEIR LIVES...

JAQUES! LOOK! IT'S FATHER! I KNOW IT IS. HE ONLY DIED LAST MONTH.

FOR A MOMENT BOTH LIVING AND DEAD PAUSED.

THEN, AS IF BY SOME UNSPOKEN COMMAND...

THEY'RE LEAVING!... GOING BACK TO THE FOREST!

FATHER DON'T...

SOON, BACK AT THE CHURCHYARD...

BACK ALREADY? WELL WHERE'S THE GIRL'S CORPSE? SHOW ME IT!

BUT THERE WAS NO BODY... ONLY WORDS WRUNG TORTUREDLY FROM A CRACKED, DRIED THROAT...

PANIC-STRICKEN LOUIS STOOD ROOTED TO THE SPOT...

AS THE ZOMBIES CLOSED IN...

CLAW-LIKE HANDS READY TO TEAR AND REND.

TEETH GRINDING...

MEDDLING WITH THE DEAD THE YOUNG HOUNGAN HAD MADE HIS FIRST MISTAKE...

WITH DAWN PEACE RETURNED TO THE CHURCHYARD... BUT THE NEXT VISITOR WOULD FIND LOUIS, HALF-IN, HALF-OUT OF A SHALLOW GRAVE, ON THE BORDERLAND BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH, ONE HALF OF HIS FACE WHITE...

IT WAS ALSO HIS LAST...

BUT THIS TIME IT WAS NOT PAINT!
FANTASTIC VALUE!
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